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ABSTRACT 

 
We make use of the existence of cell-disjoint paths in the 3D grid topology to design a new highly reliable 

adaptive geographic routing protocol called Grid-based Adaptive Routing Protocol (GARP) for 

Underwater Wireless Sensor Networks. In GARP, the underwater environment is viewed as a virtual 3D 

grid of cells. A packet is forwarded following a pre-constructed routing path from a node in a grid cell to a 

node in a neighbouring grid cell repeatedly until the destination sink node is reached. When a selected 

routing path becomes unavailable, GARP adapts to the condition by switching to an alternative path 

making use of the existing cell-disjoint paths. Since the protocol uses pre-constructed routing paths, it 

avoids path establishment and path maintenance overheads. Analytical performance evaluation results for 

GARP are obtained showing its high reliability. In tested cases, the delivery ratio has approached 100% 

when the network density has reached a minimum number of sensor nodes per grid cell. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Underwater Wireless Sensor Networks (UWSNs) are used for communication underwater for 

military and non-military applications [1] such as undersea exploration of natural resources, 

tactical supervision and mines detection. They may contain hundreds or even thousands of sensor 

nodes. Many related research problems have attracted attention including deployment strategies 

[2], reliable communication, routing [3], medium access [4], localization [5] and energy 

conservation [6]. 

 

Radio waves cannot be used under water due to rapid attenuation. Acoustic waves are considered 

the only feasible medium that works satisfactorily in underwater environments. Compared to 

radio waves, acoustic waves have higher propagation delay and lower bandwidth under water. 

Another feature of UWSNs is their dynamic topology due to passive movement of sensors with 

water currents. 

 

Routing is a fundamental problem that needs to be solved for large coverage areas in energy-

limited UWSNs. Sending packets over multiple short hops has been proven more energy efficient 

for UWSNs than sending over a single long hop [7]. However routing over more hops ultimately 

degrades the end-to-end reliability especially for the harsh underwater environment.  

 

Several routing protocols for UWSNs have been proposed. Surveys of routing techniques, 

protocols and routing issues can be found in [8], [9] and [10] respectively. We present in the 

following brief descriptions of some of these protocols. 
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In [11] the authors propose a protocol called Vector-Based Forwarding Protocol (VBF). In VBF, 

each packet carries the positions of the sender, the target and the forwarder (i.e., the node which 

forwards this packet). The forwarding path is specified by the routing vector from the sender to 

the target. Upon receiving a packet, a node computes its relative position to the forwarder by 

measuring its distance to the forwarder. Recursively, all the nodes receiving the packet compute 

their positions. If a node determines that it is close to the routing vector enough (e.g., less than a 

predefined distance threshold), it puts its own computed position in the packet and continues 

forwarding the packet; otherwise, it simply discards the packet. Therefore, the forwarding path is 

virtually a routing “pipe” from the source to the target: the sensor nodes inside this pipe are 

eligible for packet forwarding, and those outside the pipe do not forward. 

 

In [12] the authors propose an improvement to VBF called Hop-by-Hop Vector-Based 

Forwarding (HH-VBF). Unlike the original VBF approach, HH-VBF uses a routing vector for 

each individual forwarder in the network, instead of a single network-wide source-to-sink routing 

vector. The hop-by-hop vectors of HH-VBF allow overcoming two problems of the VBF related 

to low delivery ratio for sparse networks and sensitivity to the routing pipe radius threshold. 

In [13] the authors propose a depth based protocol called DBR. It does not need full-dimensional 

location information of the sensors. It only requires knowledge of the local depth at each node 

which can be obtained from a depth sensor. The authors argue that the information receivers are 

usually located on the surface of the water, and therefore propose to forward the packets greedily 

(based on the depth of each sensor node) to the receivers at the surface of the water. When a node 

receives a packet, it forwards it if its depth is smaller than the one embedded in the packet 

otherwise it discards the packet. 

 

In [14] the Focused Beam Routing Protocol is introduced. When a node A wants to send a packet 

to a node B, node A issues a multicast request to send (RTS) to its neighbours. All the nodes that 

receive A’s multicast RTS first calculate their location relative to the AB line. Nodes which lie 

within a cone of a specified angle emanating from the transmitter towards the final destination are 

candidates for forwarding. 

 

In [15] a routing protocol for UWSNs, called multi-path routing protocol (MPR), is proposed to 

improve the transmission delay. It uses a multi-path during the path construction from the source 

node to the destination node. A multi-path is composed of a series of sub-paths. Each sub-path is 

from a sending node to a two-hop neighbouring node. 

 

In [16] the authors propose an adaptive hop-by-hop vector-based forwarding routing protocol on 

the basis of HH-VBF called AHH-VBF. During the transmission process, the radius of a virtual 

pipeline is adaptively changed hop by hop to restrict the forwarding range. The transmission 

power level is also adaptively adjusted hop by hop in a cross-layer fashion to improve the energy-

efficiency. The forwarding nodes are selected based on the distance from the current node to the 

destination node to reduce the end-to-end delays. 

 

In [17] the authors propose a routing protocol that exploits the measured pressure levels to route 

data to the sink nodes at the surface. It uses an opportunistic routing mechanism to select the 

subset of forwarders that maximizes the greedy progress. It limits co-channel interference and 

uses a dead end recovery method. 

 

In [18] a time-based priority forwarding mechanism is proposed to tackle the problem of 

asymmetric links. A link detection mechanism is employed to get link state information 

(symmetrical link or asymmetric link), and an adaptive routing feedback method is adopted to 

make use of the underwater asymmetric links and save energy. 
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In [19] the authors investigate a mobile geo-cast problem in three-dimensional underwater sensor 

networks aiming to overcome the hole problem and to minimize the energy consumption. An 

autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) travels a user-defined route and continuously collects 

data from sensor nodes within a series of 3D zones at different times. In a first phase the routing 

protocol collects data within a 3D zone and in a second phase it wakes up the sensor nodes in the 

next 3D zone to be queried while trying to avoid topology holes. An “apple slice” technique is 

used to build multiple segments to surround a hole and to assure routing path continuity. 

 

In [20] the authors propose a Void-Aware Pressure Routing (VAPR) protocol that uses a 

sequence number, hop count and depth information embedded in periodic beacons to set up next-

hop direction and to build a directional trail to the closest sink node. Using this trail, opportunistic 

directional forwarding can be performed even in the presence of voids. 

 

In [21] the authors propose a new multi-hop routing protocol for underwater wireless sensor 

networks called Channel-aware Routing Protocol (CARP). It exploits link quality information for 

data forwarding. Nodes are selected as relays if they exhibit the recent history of successful 

transmissions to their neighbours. CARP avoids loops and can route around connectivity voids 

and shadow zones by using topology information. The protocol uses power control for selecting 

robust links. 

 

In [22] the authors propose a Hop-by-Hop Dynamic Addressing Based (H2-DAB) routing 

protocol in order to handle the problem of node mobility in UWSNs. Every node in the network is 

assigned a routable address without requiring explicit configuration or dimensional location 

information. Nodes communicate without centralized infrastructure. 

 

In [23] the authors propose a harmonic potential field based routing protocol for 3D underwater 

sensor networks to tackle the issue of local minima. The harmonic potential field is calculated 

using harmonic functions. 

 

In this paper, we propose a new routing protocol for UWSNs called the Grid-based Adaptive 

Routing Protocol (GARP) which offers high reliability. GARP views the underwater geographical 

region of the UWSN as a three-dimensional (3D) grid of cells as shown in figure 1. GARP makes 

use of the existence of multiple cell-disjoint paths in this 3D grid. A packet is forwarded 

following a pre-constructed routing path from a node in a grid cell to a node in a neighbouring 

grid cell repeatedly until the destination sink node is reached as illustrated in figure 1. When a 

selected routing path becomes unavailable (due for example to node mobility or a node running 

out of battery), GARP adapts to the condition by switching to an alternative path from the set of 

available cell-disjoint paths between the current cell and the destination cell. The mechanisms 

used for identifying the routing paths and forwarding the packets incur low communication 

overheads and hence low energy consumption. Each node maintains a list of cell head nodes 

located in neighbouring grid cells to assist in packet forwarding. The maintenance of the cell head 

nodes is based on hello beacons and on normal traffic with no cell head election costs. The packet 

forwarding load in a cell is automatically distributed over the nodes in the cell with no load 

balancing overhead. Packet delivery ratio results are derived showing the high reliability of the 

proposed protocol. 

 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents some assumptions and 

notations; section 3 describes the proposed GARP routing protocol; section 4 presents a 

derivation of a packet delivery probability expression for GARP with some analysis, and section 

5 concludes the paper. 
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2. ASSUMPTIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
 

We assume an underwater wireless sensor network (UWSN) is composed of N sensor nodes 

deployed in a given underwater region. The underwater sensor nodes need to send collected data 

to sink nodes located at the water surface. We view the underwater region where the sensor nodes 

are deployed as a virtual k×m×n three-dimensional (3D) grid of cells as shown in figure 1. The 

length of a side of a grid cell is denoted d. For the purpose of the proposed GARP routing 

protocol, two grid cells are considered neighbours if they have a common grid face. Therefore 

each grid cell has 6 neighbouring cells in the 6 directions: up, down, left, right, front, and back. A 

routing path is a sequence of neighbouring grid cells. Two UWSN nodes are called neighbouring 

nodes if they are located in neighbouring cells. The value of d is selected depending on the 

transmission range such that a node can communicate directly with all its neighbouring nodes 

(located in neighbouring grid cells). This requirement is met if d satisfies: 6dr ≥ . This can be 

seen by noticing that among the choices of farthest apart points in two adjacent grid cells are two 

diametrically opposite corners at distances 2d, d and d in the three dimensions. These two farthest 

apart points are at a Euclidian distance: 64 222 dddd =++ . We set d to the limit 6/r  in order 

to minimize the number of routing hops. Each grid cell is identified by a triple of cell coordinates 

(x, y, z) as illustrated in figure 1. We assume each UWSN node has a distinctive node id. We use 

letters such as S (source node id), D (destination node id) and H (cell head node id) to refer to 

node ids. 
 

We assume nodes are able to obtain their own as well as other nodes positions via a location 

service. We also assume that the current position of a node can be converted to the (x, y, z) cell 

coordinates of the grid cell where the node is located. In the proposed GARP protocol, each node 

selects at each of its six neighbouring cells one node located in that cell as the cell head. For this 

purpose, it is assumed that each sensor sends periodically a hello beacon containing its node id 

and the coordinates (x, y, z) of the grid cell where it is located. The latest node heard from at a 

neighbouring cell will be recorded as the cell head for that neighbouring grid cell. The cell head 

at a neighbouring cell is responsible for forwarding the packets that need to be routed through that 

cell. No other nodes are responsible of routing. GARP routes a packet in the 3D-grid by sending 

the packet from a node at a grid cell to a cell head at a neighbouring cell repeatedly until the sink 

node at the surface of the water is reached as illustrated in figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. Cell-by-Cell Routing in a 3D Grid 
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Each node maintains a list of the ids of the cell head nodes for its six neighbouring grid cells. The 

six nodes selected by a node A as the cell heads at the neighbouring cells are denoted A+x, A-x,A+y, 

A-y, A+z,and A-z. When a node A does not hear any hello beacons from any node located in a given 

neighbouring cell, then node A sets the corresponding cell head to Null. 

 

3. THE GARP PROTOCOL 

 

3.1. CELL-DISJOINT PATHS IN THE 3D GRID 
 
It is shown in [24] how to construct a set of 2n node-disjoint paths of minimum or near minimum 

lengths between any two nodes in a k-ary n-cube network topology. We make use of the results of 

[24] to construct cell-disjoint paths of minimum or near minimum length in the 3D grid from any 

source cell SC of grid coordinates (xSC, ySC, zSC) to a destination cell DC of grid coordinates (xDC, 

yDC, zDC).  The length of a path is the number of moves between neighbouring grid cells along this 

path. The distance between two grid cells is the length of a minimum-length path between them. 

A path is specified by a routing vector which describes a sequence of moves between 

neighbouring grid cells starting at the source cell SC and ending at the destination cell DC. The 

following notations are used to describe routing vector moves along dimension X: 

 

-x a move along the x-dimension resulting in a decrease of the distance to destination 

+x a move along the x-dimension resulting in an increase of the distance to destination 

x- a move along the x-dimension decrementing the value of the x coordinate 

x+ a move along the x-dimension incrementing the value of the x coordinate 

(-x)* a sequence of -x moves bringing down to zero the distance along the x-dimension 

(-x)*+ a sequence of -x moves bringing down to zero the distance along the x-dimension and 

followed by one extra move along the same dimension and in the same direction 

 

The notations: –y, +y, y-, y+, (-y)*, (-y)*+, –z, +z, z-, z+, (-z)*, and (-z)*+ are defined similarly 

for the other two dimensions Y and Z. Depending on the relative positions of the source cell SC 

and the destination cell DC, 6 cell-disjoint paths from SC to DC each of minimum or near 

minimum length are constructed as described by the routing vectors in figure 2.The 7 cases of 

figure 2 cover all the cases of relative positions of the source cell SC and the destination cell DC. 

The cell-disjoint property of these routes is based on the results of [24] (see Theorem 2, Theorem 

3 and Theorem 4 of [24]). When sending a packet from a source node to a destination node, one 

of the cell-disjoint paths between the source cell SC and the destination cell DC is followed using 

one of the routing vectors of figure 2. The routing vectors are stored at each node. At each hop, 

the next move indicated by the routing vector is followed until the packet reaches the destination 

cell. At any given time, packets originating at a source node S are routed towards a destination 

node D along one of the 6 cell-disjoint paths that exist between S and D corresponding to the 6 

routing vectors listed in figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Cell-Disjoint RoutingVectors in the 3D Grid 

 

3.2. THE OPERATION OF THE GARP PROTOCOL 
 

To send a packet from a grid cell to the next grid cell along a routing path specified by one of the 

routing vectors of figure 2, a node (including the source node) sends the packet to the cell head of 

the neighbouring cell in the direction (x+, x-, y+, y-, z+ or z–) indicated by the next move on the 

Case 1: If xSC ≠ xDC, ySC ≠ yDC, andzSC ≠ zDC 

Routing vectors for 3 routes of min length 

R1,1 = (-x)* (-y)* (-z)*, R1,2 = (-y)* (-z)* (-x)*, R1,3 = (-z)* (-x)* (-y)* 

Routing vectors for 3 routes of min length + 2 

R1,4 = +x (-y)* (-z)* (-x)*, R1,5 = +y (-x)* (-z)* (-y)*, R1,6 = +z (-x)* (-y)* (-z)* 

Case 2: If xSC ≠ xDC, ySC ≠ yDC, andzSC = zDC 

Routing vectors for 2 routes of min length 

R2,1 = (-x)* (-y)*, R2,2 = (-y)* (-x)* 

Routing vectors for 2 routes of min length + 2 

R2,3 = z+ (-x)* (-y)* z-, R2,4 = z- (-x)* (-y)* z+ 

Routing vectors for 2 routes of min length + 4 

R2,5 = +x (-y)*+ (-x)* -y, R2,6 = +y (-x)*+ (-y)* -x 

Case 3: If xSC ≠ xDC, ySC = yDC, andzSC ≠ zDC 

Routing vectors for 2 routes of min length 

R3,1 = (-x)* (-z)*, R3,2 = (-z)* (-x)* 

Routing vectors for 2 routes of min length + 2 

R3,3 = y+ (-x)* (-z)* y-, R3,4 = y- (-x)* (-z)* y+ 

Routing vectors for 2 routes of min length + 4 

R3,5 = +x (-z)*+ (-x)* -z, R3,6 = +z (-x)*+ (-z)* -x 

Case 4: If xSC = xDC, ySC ≠ yDC, andzSC ≠ zDC 

Routing vectors for 2 routes of min length 

R4,1 = (-y)* (-z)*, R4,2 = (-z)* (-y)* 

Routing vectors for 2 routes of min length + 2 

R4,3 = x+ (-y)* (-z)* x-, R4,4 = x- (-y)* (-z)* x+ 

Routing vectors for 2 routes of min length + 4 

R4,5 = +y (-z)*+ (-y)* -z, R4,6 = +z (-y)*+ (-z)* -y 

Case 5: If xSC ≠ xDC, ySC = yDC, andzSC = zDC 

Routing vector for 1 route of min length 

R5,1 = (-x)* 

Routing vectors for 4 routes of min length + 2 

R5,2 = y+ (-x)* y-, R5,3 = y- (-x)* y+, R5,4 = z+ (-x)* z-, R5,5 = z- (-x)* z+ 

Routing vector for 1 route of min length + 8 

R5,6 = +x y+ y+ (-x)*+ y- y- -x 

Case 6: If xSC = xDC, ySC ≠ yDC, andzSC = zDC 

Routing vector for 1 route of min length 

R6,1 = (-y)* 

Routing vectors for 4 routes of min length + 2 

R6,2 = x+ (-y)* x-, R6,3 = x- (-y)* x+, R6,4 = z+ (-y)* z-, R6,5 = z- (-y)* z+ 

Routing vector for 1 route of min length + 8 

R6,6 = +y x+ x+ (-y)*+ x- x- -y 

Case 7: If xSC = xDC, ySC = yDC, andzSC ≠ zDC 

Routing vector for 1 route of min length 

R7,1 = (-z)* 

Routing vectors for 4 routes of min length + 2 

R7,2 = x+ (-z)* x-, R7,3 = x- (-z)* x+, R7,4 = y+ (-z)* y-, R7,5 = y- (-z)* y+ 

Routing vector for 1 route of min length + 8 

R7,6 = +z x+ x+ (-z)*+ x- x- -z 
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routing vector. During the routing process, a packet carries a routing path identifier (i, S, D), 1≤ i 

≤6, identifying one of the routing vectors between S and D. Each node S maintains for each 

destination node D in a routing table PATHS the value of i, 1 ≤ i ≤ 6, indicating which of the 6 

cell-disjoint paths from S to D is currently being used as a routing path from S to D. If such a 

routing path becomes unavailable (due for example to node mobility or nodes running out of 

battery), then node S adjusts its routing table to switch to a different cell-disjoint path. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: GARP Routing Functions 

 

The operation of the proposed GARP protocol is outlined in figure 3. When a source node S 

wants to send a packet P to a destination node D, it invokes the function GARP_Send(P, S, D). 

This function initiates the routing by attaching the path identifier (PATHS[D], S, D) to the packet 

and sending it to the neighbouring cell head (S+x, S-x,S+y, S-y, S+z,or S-z) depending on the direction 

of the first move of the routing vector associated with path number PATHS[D]. If this path is not 

available, the next path is attempted repeatedly until sending the packet on one of the 6 paths 

from S to D succeeds. If all 6 paths are not available then the packet is dropped. 

 

When a node H receives a packet P containing the path identifier (i, S, D), it calls the function 

GARP_Receive(P, i, S, D, H) which forwards the packet to the cell head at the neighbouring cell 

corresponding to the next move on the specified path (i, S, D). This step is repeated until the 
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packet is received by the cell head of the destination cell which delivers it to the destination node 

D. At each hop the function call Next_Direction(i, S, D, H) determines the direction (x+, x-, y+, y-

, z+ or z–) of the next cell based on the corresponding routing vector. If the forwarding of a packet 

by a node H fails, then node H deflects the packet by sending it along one of the 6 paths from H 

to D instead of continuing on the i
th
 path (i, S, D) from S to D. 

 

Each node maintains its list of neighbouring cell head nodes (one in each of the six directions: x+, 

x-, y+, y-, z+ or z–) independently from other nodes. A node continuously updates its list as it 

hears hello beacons and as it communicates with nodes in neighbouring cells. Every time a node 

hears a hello beacon or receives a packet from a node in a neighbouring cell in a certain direction 

(x+, x-, y+, y-, z+ or z–), it sets that node as the new cell head node in that direction. This avoids 

cell head election overheads and allows cost-free balancing of packet forwarding load among the 

nodes instead of concentrating this load at fixed selected cell heads. 

 

4. RELIABILITY OF GARP 
 

We assess the reliability of the proposed GARP protocol by driving a packet delivery ratio 

(probability) expression and analysing it. We start by obtaining an upper bound on the average 

increase over the minimum distance when routing using GARP. 

 

Result 1: For large enough UWSN region, the average increase over the minimum distance in the 

length of the routing paths of GARP is at most 2. 

 

Proof: The paths used in the GARP protocol are described by the routing vectors listed in figure 

2. Each of these paths is of minimum length plus possibly 2, 4 or 8 hops. The average increase for 

the seven cases of figure 2 is as follows: 1 for case 1, 2 for each of cases 2, 3 and 4; and 8/3 for 

each of cases 5, 6 and 7. Since the destination node is always at the surface (fixed zDC), there are 

in total km(kmn-1) distinct source-destination pairs of which km(k-1)(m-1)(n-1) pairs correspond 

to case 1; km(k-1)(m-1) pairs correspond to case 2, km(k-1)(n-1) pairs correspond to case 3,km(m-

1)(n-1) pairs correspond to case4, km(k-1) pairs correspond to case 5, km(m-1) pairs correspond to 

case 6 and km(n-1) pairs correspond to case 7. The average increase for all cases is hence given 

by: 

 

[1×km(k-1)(m-1)(n-1) + 2×km(k-1)(m-1) + 2×km(k-1)(n-1) + 2×km(m-1)(n-1) + (8/3)×km(k-1)  + 

(8/3)×km(m-1) + (8/3)×km(n-1)]/km(kmn-1) 

= [1×(k-1)(m-1)(n-1) + 2×(k-1)(m-1) + 2×(k-1)(n-1) + 2×(m-1)(n-1) + (8/3)×(k-1)  + (8/3)×(m-1) 

+ (8/3)×(n-1)]/(kmn-1). 

 

For large enough k, m and n (i.e. for a large enough UWSN region) this expression does not 

exceed the value 2. Q.E.D. 

 

We now derive a lower bound for the probability of packet delivery. 

 

Result 2: For large k the probability of packet delivery Pdelivery for the GARP protocol satisfies: 

 

Pdelivery ≥ 1- [(1-(1 - 1/(k×m×n))N)k+m+n-1]6. 

 

Proof: Let N be the number of sensor nodes in the UWSN. In order to route a packet from a 

source node S to a destination node D using the GARP protocol, the source node S sends the 

packet on one of the cell-disjoint paths (described by the routing vectors of figure 2). Let l be the 

length in the number of hops (number of traversed cells) of the routing path. Routing along this 
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path will be successful if there is at least one sensor node located in each intermediate cell along 

this path which will serve as a cell head. Let us assume that a given sensor node is equally likely 

to be located in any of the k×m×n grid cells. The probability that a given sensor node is located in 

a given grid cell is: 1/(k×m×n). Hence the probability that a given grid cell does not host any of 

the N mobile nodes is given by: 

 

Pempty cell = (1 - 1/(k×m×n))
N 

 

The probability that a given grid cell hosts at least one (cell head) node is, therefore: 

 

Pnon empty cell = 1-(1 - 1/(k×m×n))
N 

 

The probability that each of the l grid cells (other than the source cell) along a given path π of 

length l is not empty (hosts at least one sensor node) is: 

 

Pdelivery on π = (1-(1 - 1/(k×m×n))
N
)

l
 

According to Result 1, for large enough UWSN region, the average increase over the minimum 

distance in the routing paths is at most 2. The maximum distance (length of a minimum length 

path) between a source cell and a destination cell is (k-1)+(m-1)+(n-1) = k+m+n-3 hops. Hence 

the probability of delivery on any routing path π satisfies: 

Pdelivery on π ≥ (1-(1 - 1/(k×m×n))
N
)

(k+m+n-3)+2
 = (1-(1 - 1/(k×m×n))

N
)

k+m+n-1
 

For the delivery to succeed it is sufficient for at least one of the 6 cell-disjoint paths to be able to 

deliver the packet since GARP switches to another path when a path is broken. The probability of 

delivery on at least one of the 6 paths is therefore given by: 

Pdelivery ≥ 1- [1- Pdelivery on π]
6
 = 1- [(1-(1 - 1/(k×m×n))

N
)

k+m+n-1
]

6
. Q.E.D. 

Figure 4 plots Pdelivery versus the network density δ = N/kmn. The network density is the average 

number of sensor nodes per grid cell. We observe a fast increase in the packet delivery probability 

as the network density δ = N/kmn increases. The packet delivery probability approaches 1 when 

the network density reaches a minimum (an average of 3 nodes per grid cell in this 

experiment).With small density (sparse network), it is possible that some of the grid cells do not 

host any sensor nodes and therefore the paths that go through these (empty) cells cannot be used 

for routing packets resulting in a lower packet delivery probability. As the number of nodes 

increases, the probability that all the cells crossed by any path are non-empty increases and hence 

the packet delivery probability also increases and approaches 1 when a minimum in the average 

number of nodes per cell is reached. 

A similar fast increase of the packet delivery probability is observed in figure 5 where the number 

of sensor nodes is kept fixed but the grid dimensions (k, m, and n) are gradually decreased. We 

assumed in this experiment that k = m = n for simplicity. We conclude from this experiment that 

using smaller grid dimensions (k, m, and n) for a given underwater geographical area with a given 

number of sensor nodes is better (for higher packet delivery probability) than using larger grid 

dimensions. In other words, it is preferable to view the geographical area as a smaller number of 

big cells than as a larger number of small cells but of course, the cell size is limited by the 

transmission range since nodes in neighbouring grid cells must be able to communicate directly in 

GARP. With a smaller number of big cells, the routing paths are shorter (in terms of the number 
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of hops) and hence the probability of successfully relaying a packet at each hop of its routing path 

is higher.  

 
Figure 4: Packet Delivery Probability versus Network Density for GARP 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Packet Delivery Probability versus the Grid Dimensions 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
 

We have proposed a new highly reliable adaptive routing protocol for Underwater Wireless 

Sensor Networks. It views the underwater area as a virtual 3-dimensional grid. It uses source 

routing over pre-constructed cell-disjoint paths avoiding costly path establishment and 

maintenance overheads. Packet delivery probability results have been derived for the proposed 

protocol. The obtained results show the high reliability of the proposed protocol. In tested cases, 

the delivery ratio has approached 100% when the network density reached a minimum number of 

sensor nodes per grid cell. We also conclude from our analysis that it is preferable(for higher 

packet delivery ratio) to view the geographical region where the sensor nodes are deployed as in 

the small number of large grid cells than as a large number of small grid cells as much as it is 

allowed by the transmission range. 
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